“Kindai Fisheries Restaurant”
Grand Opening in Grand Front Osaka

“K
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indai Fishries

tuna fish, which come to

Prefecture. Some people come

Laboratory” was

fame in recent years, and

to this restaurant mainly to

opened in Grand Front

red sea bream, striped jack,

enjoy such vegetables. We

Osaka in April. It is a

and Japanese amberjack in

can learn such vegetables

special restaurant which

this restaurant. Besides, we

from out of store or iPad

fish farmed by the Kindai

can also enjoy vegetables

established in counter. We

o f K i n k i U n i v e r s i t y. F o r

Naoki Ida (46),

Fish Research Institute in

that go well with the fish.

order dishes, and then the

instance, Plates, glasses, and

assistant manager in this

Wakayama.

The vegetables come from

farmed fish is served with

cups used for the meals were

restaurant, said that we are

the institute in Wakayama

the “graduation certificate”

designed by the students in

working in partnership with

as “Kindai graduates”. We

the Faculty of Literature,

Kindai students in various

can get the information

Arts and Cultural Studies,

ways and we want to

concerning the safety of the

the Department of Art. Ideas

ecourage them while hiring

fish by using QR cord on this

to make the restaurant menu

them as part-time workers.

certificate: the shipping days,

healthy were offered from

The restaurant will be very

the bait the fish ate since its

the Faculty of Agriculture,

popular not only as a place

birth. We can not only enjoy

the Department of Food

to show the accomplishment

Kindai tuna fish but also

Nutrition. Moreover, the

of the institution’s research

learn the result of research

restaurant will be exploited

but also as a place for

done in the institute.

as a place for practical

learning opportunities for

It is held attempt

education for students in

students.

that is practical science

the Faculty of Business

education for scholarly

Administration.

We can eat Kindai
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Ceramic festival
We make clay into ceramic art-work by throvahour imagination.

E

very years, a regular
ceramics festival was
in November hall. Annual
, this event took place to
know attraction of technical
art by the students of Kinki
university. And, Ceramic art
club`s works are estimated
the attendance in this event.
A hall was crowded in many
people.
A hall was prepared
experience course of
ceramics. This was
established to touch actually
clay the attendance.
Experience of ceramic art
was used not a electrical

potter`s wheel but a manual
potter`s wheel. This is a rest
to turn a work which is able
to create ceramic art. Because
a manual potter`s wheel is
more user-friendly than a
electrical potter`s wheel,
creator can make various
works. Because a work never
back without contracting,
creator need to imagine a
work contracting beforehand.
Especially, because a vacuum
bottle may leak water, creator
need to observe thickness of
vacuum bottle. It is difficult,
but participators had made a
work having each thought.

There are many works
of ceramic art in the booth.
Ceramic works has subject
works and free works. They
were judged by guest. It
encourage Ceramic art
club`s member. This time
the most attract attention
work is a Totem Pot. It was
made by ceramic art club`s
members for the first time.
How to make Totem Pot?
First, the club`s member
make respective parts.
Second, put together pieces
of work. Finally, bake the
work. This work leak quickly
so making this work is very

(Photo by K.Takami)

difficult. Generally, Ceramic
art is made by one person.
However, making it by many
people will be able to get a
spirit of cooperation.
The reader of Ceramic
art club`s, Takemasa Washio
said “we can make original

Ceramic art work from our
imagination, and experience
touching clay.” I suppose
many people experience
playing with clay. How about
a remember the memory, and
touch clay to make a ceramic
works. (by H.Hatakeyama）

“Minazuki” Tea Party
We can cool off in a silent atmosphere.

O

n June 15, 2013,

a n d T h e Te a C e r e m o n y

w r i t t e n a b o u t T h e Te a

state. Finally, club members

Tea Party Club, Kobayashi

Minazuki tea party

Club of other university

Party Club activities were

explained about tools and

Kenji said, “I hope you to

under the sponsorship of

come to the event. There

displayed. Some participants

hanging scroll. They heard

come on a tea party, enjoy a

The Tea Ceremony Club

is the manual of manners

waited start of tea party as

to the explaining; enjoyed a

silent atmosphere as having

was held at November hall.

in waiting room; beginners

watching manuals.

silent atmosphere. The tea

sweets and tea.”

In spite of Saturday, many

enjoyed a tea party at ease.

At a.m. 11:30,

party was closed, participants

We cogitated against

Kinki university student

Besides, papers which were

participants entered into a

got out a tea-ceremony room.

temperature by using

tea-ceremony room. The room

Then, some people could

foods and clothes in the

was covered with Tatami,

not move because of sitting

p a st . H o w e v e r, b u i l d i n g

they sit straight on a navy

straight. However, they said

which we live in has air

blue carpet in a line. First,

with evident satisfaction,

controller. Therefore, we can

quadrangular sweets were

“Sweets were very nice” and

live comfortably for it. On

distributed among them.

so on.

that point, our life is more

(Photo by Y.Kitanishi)

They ate it smiley. Then, club

Minazuki Tea Party

convenience than the past.

members distributed cups

was held for cooling off in

However, shall you enjoy a

of tea among participant

muggy season by sweets and

silent atmosphere at tea-

politely. Tension of them

tea. Therefore, distributed

ceremony on sometimes?

were eased gradually, they

theme of quadrangular

had a good time in easy

sweets is ice. The head of The

（by W.Fukuoka）
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the Importance

of stationery
S

tationery is used by many

is easy to arrange waste . If

enabling it to use the broken

people, when writing a

it is a pen, many functions,

stationery again. Therefore,

character b y lesson or taking

such as what it is easy to

a stationery can be used for

a memo. We are continuing

write, a thing to which a line

a long time. He was also

using from a child's time and

is over exactly, and a point

telling "those who are making

it is intimately concerned in

feeling when it grasps, are

stationery are elaborating

various scenes.

mentioned. It is easy to choose

and making for a user." The

The kind of stationery

what suited itself just because

thought of people to make is

is located in a line with the

there were many kinds. And

contained in stationery each.

store also has thousands of

since many things are cheap

That is, isn't using carefully

kinds of products offered. If

prices, it is easy to receive.

thankful to the people who

personal appearance, it can

one pencil is mentioned as

And you should not fix any

There is a tendency which will

made?

get immediately. It is thought

an example, the degree of

one, before throwing away,

throw away immediately and

That we can use

that the present-day person is

the depth of the thickness

and should not it use for a

will buy a new substitute with

stationery usually is health in

missing in the kindness that

of a pencil or the color of a

long time in the stationery

such a reason if stationery

which those who are making

that is too natural and there is

core will be divided finely.

which he has? It could be

becomes difficult to use us.

it are. However, since the

close. Therefore, I think that

said that respect is also paid

(Phoho by K. Takami )

In addition to a kind like

M r. Hu k u da Ta k a s i

process currently made is not

it should recognize that people

this, a functional side is also

to the person who made

who sells stationery said,

in sight, he tends to forget the

engaged in making stationery

various. For example, if it

at the same time it prizes

"Stationery can be used for a

people's existence. And since

in the place which is not

is an eraser, it erases and

stationery.

long time by fixing." Fixing is

there is much stationery in

visible for us support.

(by Y.Takeuchi )

Halloween
I

n Japan, abroad event are

day night, they believe in that

house exist in various place.

The beginnings do much

don’t know it. But, first, we

often and grandly held.

the dead ghosts visit family

Originally, they were not only

change in transmission

examine one event appeared

For example: Christmas. One

beside appear spirits and

pumpkins but also turnips.

process. However, original

from what idea. Then we can

of the events is Halloween. As

witches. But they thought that

H o w e v e r, p u m p k i n s a r e

meanings are hidden in

know traditional event depth.

the approaching October 31,

floating ghosts are evil ghosts.

more popular than turnips

conducted and performed

Moreover, can we even enjoy

the goods that are imitated

Thus the people put on mask

in America. As a result, they

things. We are possible to

the event?

pumpkins and bats are

and built a good-luck charm

became pumpkin. Moreover,

enjoy enough the event if we

started to show. However, do

fire likely that evil ghosts were

bury temporarily achieved big

the people know Halloween’s

surprised and ran away. The

change. In modern times, the

meanings?

things became Christianity

children disguise and pestered

customs. Then, they became

confectionary. Still, the things

the recent Halloween’s event.

are said the origin that is

Originally, Halloween
is the Celts autumn harvest
festival. In ancient Celt

I n t h e H a l l o w e e n ’s

children flexible idea. The idea

calendar, October 31 was the

event, they succeed to past

is to be surprised adults and

end of one year. Moreover, the

things. Jack-o’-lanterns that

to give confectionary.

event that greets new years

are to be afraid of evil ghosts

and winter was held. In the

and to protect invade in the

There

are

the

beginnings in various events.

(by Pumpkin-Ely)
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Open campus
Open campus is the event that not only guests,
but also university students can enjoy.

O

n August 25,the open

at the Kinki University Brass

came to “Café November ” at

campus was held. The

B a n d ’s l i g h t a n d b e s i d e s

starting time. They received a

open campus was an event

roused performance. After

plate with tuna and amberjack

held for introduce the good

that, visitors eyes rooted to

sushi what cooked by student’s

point of the Kinki University

powerful performance by

dinning hall staff at kitchen.

and interest a visitor in the

the cheering party. Last, the

People of all age taste that,

Kinki University ever a little.

Kinki University Brass Band

after eating, they spoke in

A lot of visitor could hardly

played cheerful and excited

union “Taste good !”. At a

wait to held the open campus

performance, the opening

department of science and

before opening.

ceremony was finished. A lot

technology, not only visitor but

Visitor met at

of visitor visited , the Kinki

also university student deal

November hall, after that

University’s main street was

with demonstration with happy

opening ceremony was

full. A tuna and amberjack

face. High school students who

guide, they told the good point

only to introduce the good

started. Visitor was excited

tasting party caused guests

had come had shining eyes

of each department to guests.

point of university to high

very interested in the research.

Of course , visitor was enjoyed.

school student. For university

Instructors of native speaker

Not only that, students said

student, open campus is event

talked with visitor in English

“it was very fun”. Ikoma who

that remind us the good point

and told enjoy of English.

was the member of the Kindai

of university again. In the

Visitor was bewildered little

all-stars which acted as a

future, open campus of Kinki

that was spoken in English.

dragoman said “I hope you to

university will be entertain

But , they were sociable little

be interested in you about a

a as well as guest, also a

by little with the instructor,

Kinki University even a little

university student. We would

they had a good time.

and hope you to come for the

like to pay attention to open

Kinki University”.

campus that various events

On campus tour ,Kinki
(Photo by Toshiki.T)

University students served as a

(Photo by Y.Takeuchi)

Open campus is not

were condensed. (by R.Ueda)

EDITORIAL
Causes and actions to be taken for stiff shoulders.

R

egardless of man and woman are trouble a stiff neck. Because a long time desk work and spread of internet, we are not exercise. Particularly,
woman`s quantity of neck muscle is less than men’s. The main factor to cause stiff neck what muscle stress and blood circulation failure by shoulder

muscle support a head and neck.
In addition, muscle fatigue of poor blood circulation and the shoulder of the neck is caused by continuing the same attitude for a long time. As for
other factors to suffer from stiff shoulder, bad posture, stress cool off and are hard labor. For example, person with a few muscles and arm is thick are
stressed them shoulder. Hard stress is make worse shoulder muscle and blood circulation why cause stiff neck. If stiff neck becomes severe, it may be
accompanied by a headache and dizziness, the numbness of hands and feet. You need to prevent stiff neck before show the symptom. One of the method to
be taken has cheap key point push when you are hard for stiff neck.
Because the key point push is possible by oneself easily if I learn a place, and there is the key point that accepted a kind and degree of stiff
shoulder, it is easy to work for stiff shoulder. It is important to untie a muscle of shoulder and neck why prevent stiff neck. You should take stretch in your
life Because vitamin E included in the soybean is an ingredient making comprehensive faculty better, it is good to change into the eating habits that there
are many soybeans and takes.
The stiff neck which signs such as stomach or the rung, heart, pancreas and liver of illness are possible. You must not be careless a just stiff
neck. If people without different stiff neck and experience always feel stiff shoulder suddenly, it may be an ill signature. Not only a stiff neck but also
heartbeat, anorexia and nausea of illness are possible. We should see a doctor because we have a disease of an internal organ. when stiff neck is severe.
(by T.Urisaka)

